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ABSTRACT 
The k-major norm of a vector in @” is defined as the sum of the k largest 
absolute values of the coordinates (1 Q k Q n). The k-minor antinorm of an element- 
wise nonnegative vector in R” is the sum of the k smallest coordinates. Using these 
vector (anti)norms, some matrix (a&norms are constructed. Their properties are 
studied, and they are applied in estimating the spectral radius. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We denote matrices by A, B, . . . and vectors by X, Y, . . . 
Let W:, and rW; denote the cones of (elementwise) nonnegative and 
positive vectors, respectively, in Iw”. We assume n > 2 throughout. For 
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X = (xi) E @” and 1 Q k G n, we let xtkI (xc,,) denote the kth largest 
(smallest) element of X in absolute value. We define the k-major norm of X, 
denoted IX Ilk), by 
lXl[k] = IqJ + *-* + I +]I. 
Similarly, the k-minor antinorm of X E R:, is denoted by IXlck, and 
defined by 
lXl(k) = X(1) + --- +x(k). 
The abstract definition of antinorm is given in [8]. 
Now let A E Cmxn. We denote its ith column by Ai and write A = 
(A,, . . . , A,). If 1 < k, Q m, 1 < k, < n, then 
lAl[k,,k,l =((lAl([k,l~...~IA,l~k,l)l~k,~ 
will be called the k,, k,-major norm of A (i.e., we compute the sum of the k, 
largest absolute values in each column and thereafter the sum of the k2 
largest numbers so obtained). Moreover, we define the k,, k,-minor anti- 
norm. of A E Rio”“, denoted IAltk,,k,), by 
I Al(k,,k,) = I(IA&k,)>. . . 7 hlck,))((k,). 
Finally, let us define the k,, k,-major operator norm of A E Cm’ “, denoted 
11 All;nk::k,), by 
II All”“” 
lAXIlk, 
[k,.k,l = o+:zcn 
Ixkbl 
and the k 1, k ,-minor operator antinorm 
bY 
1 Axkk,) 








of A E [WI;:“, denoted IIAllF,yk,j, 
= min I AxI( 
XEW;,. lxl(l,,= 1 
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We will discuss the conditions for submultiplicativity (supermultiplicativ- 
ity) of these norms (antinorms). We then use the results so obtained to get 
new upper (lower) bounds for the spectral radius p(A) of A E C”“’ 
(A E R:;“). 
2. DUALITY 
The dual norm I* I$1 of the norm I * Ifk] is defined by 
lXHYI - zz 
IY I[k] 
max lXHYl (X E a=“). 
YEC”, IYIp,= 
Denoting (I xi11 by I X I, we can easily see that 
IN& = 
IXTIY 
ocEi:u m = 
max lXTIY 
YERB:,, IYl[t]=l 
The dual antinorm of I - l(k) is 
Ixl;lk) = inf 
XTY XTY - = 
YEW; IYI(k) YEW~:;~,(Q>O IYl(k) 
= min XTY 
YER;,, IY l(k)= 1 
(X E l&i). 
THEOREM 1. Let 1 Q k =G n. Then 
P) IXllTl = mm 
1x11 + *** +lx,l 
k 
P 1 X[l]l (X E @“>, 
Ixfk, = min 
Xl + *** +r, 
k 
> x[k] + “* +X[n] (X E Wd. (‘4) 
[Denoting by I * lp the 1, ( an I t.)n arm and applying Theorem 1, we obtain 
I * 1: = I * I[$ = I - II. I - IP = I - i& = I e L, I . I;’ = I - I& = 
I - I_-m, I - Idm = 1. I$, = I - II, the well-known results.] 
This theorem could be proved by applying certain properties of the 
majorization ordering, presented in [4, pp. 132-1331. However, we prefer 
using elementary optimization. 
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We first prove (N). For simplicity we write xi instead of (xii. Firstly we 
restrict Y (0 # Y E IL!:,,> so that yr, . . , yk _r > yk > yk+r, . . . , yn. Then 
we have, for fixed xl, . . . , x,, to 
maximize XlYl + *** +x,y, 
with yr + ... +yk = 1, 
Y17...> Yk-1 a Yk 2 yk+l,..., !/,I > 0. 
The maximizing Y is obviously of the form ( yr, . . . , yk, yk, . . , yk)T. 
Therefore our problem is 
maximize XlYl + *-’ +xk-1Yk-l + (xk + ‘** +x”)Yk 
with yr + *** +yk = 1, 
YIP...> yk-1 > yk > 0. 
Putting 
yr = yk + 21,. . . > !/k-l = Yk + zk-l. 
the problem is reduced to 
maximize (x1 + -*. +X,,)yk + xrzr + .*’ +“k-rzk-1 
with ky, + Z1 + *** +?$_I = 1, 
yk,Zl,..., zk_l>o. 
The extreme points of the feasible set satisfy 
yk2, zr= . . . = .zk_I = 0 
or 
I.e., 
zi = 1, the other zj’s = yk = 0 (i = 1,. . . ,k - l), 
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or 
yi = 1, y, = ... = yi_, = vi+, = . . . = gk = 0 (i = l,...,k - 1). 
The maximum with the additional condition is therefore 




Replacing the additional condition with 
where (T belongs to the symmetric group of degree n, and taking the 
maximum over all the permutations cr, we obtain 





Recalling our notation si = 1x,(, the proof is complete. 
The proof of (A) is similar, and we omit the details. 
3. SUB- AND SUPERMULTIPLICATIVITY 
Let E,,,,, denote the m X n matrix all of whose elements are equal to 1. 
Red that we assume n >, 2 throughout. 
THEOREM 2N. Let 1 < k, < m, 1 < k, < n, s. The following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(a> IABl,~,.~21 < lAl~~,,k,llBI~~,,~,~ $lr all A E c”““, B E @“x’. 
(b) Condition (a> holds for A = E,,,,,, B = E,,,. 
(cl k,k, > n. 
(d) p(A) < IA1L1;,.1;21 for all A E crlX” (1 < k,, k, < n). 
(e) Condition (d) hollsfr,r A = E,,,, 
THEOREM 2A. Let 1 < k, < nz, 1 < k, < n, s. The following conditions 
are equioalent : 
(a) lABl~k,.k,~ B lAl(k,.kLJBl~~,,k~) for all A E RY,““, B E RT?. 
(b) Condition (a) ho&j&- A = E ,,,,, B = E ,,,, 
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tc) k,k, < n. 
(4 p(A) 2 IAl<n,,x-L, f or all A E KY;;” (1 < k,, k, < n). 
(e) Condition (d) ho&j& A = E,,,, 
Proof of Theorem 2N. According to the general theory [2, 3, S, 61, both 
(a) and (d) are equivalent to 
IXl,l,),, 
For simplicity we write ri 
above is equivalent to 
G lXl,X,j for all X E C”. 
instead of (rtiJ. Then, s, 2 --* > x,, 2 0, and the 
s, + *.- t-x,, k,k, x1 + *a. +xI;? 
=G- 
n n k, ’ 
which obviously holds for all x, > -1. > x,, > 0 if and only if k, k,/n 2 1, 
i.e., k, k, > n. Therefore (a) 6 (c) - (d) follows. We have (b) * (c) e (e) 
trivially. 1 
The proof of Theorem 2A is analogous. We meet the in-qualities 
s, + .** +x,, 
k, 
ax, + -*- fr, , 
1 
s, + *.. +“,,_k,+, > x, + ... fSk ) 
1 
where 0 < x, < ... < x,,. The latter inequality is easily seen to be generally 
valid if and only if n - k, + 1 > k,, i.e., n > k, + k, - 1. The former is 
true if and only if k,k, < n, and all such values of k,, k, satisfy also 
n > k, + k, - 1. 
Next, let us study the submultiplicutivity factor for 1 . /Lx,, t,l, which is the 
smallest c > 0 that makes cl. J[k,,k,l submultiplicative. We denote it by 
crr:vkz,. With fixed m, n, s, we have 
Analogously, we consider the supermultiplicatioity factor for I . Ick,, /i2): 
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We need, denoting by I the n X n identity matrix, the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 3. Let 1 < k ,, k, < n. Then 
proof. Notice that for all X E R :,, , 
and 
Now we obtain the proposition easily. 
THEOREM 4. Let 1 G k, < nz, 1 < k, < n, s. Then 
c$‘, I;?, = 
1 if k,k, > n, 
n/k,k, if k,k, < n; 
1 if k,k, < n, 
cc‘y;,, = n/k,k, if k,k, > n > k, + k, - 1, 
0 otherwise. 
Proof. According to the general theory [Z, 3, 51, we have 
where 
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Putting xi = Ix[iJl, we obtain by Theorem 1 that 
and therefore 
I( Z II/~p, k,] = 
6, 1 N, + .** fs,, 
max 
O#XEIw’;,, l x, + ... +xkl ’ iq s, + ... fXk, I 
which proves the first part of the theorem. The proof of the second part is 
analogous. n 
It is easy to see that II . I[;;:!,,, (11. ll;‘l,‘: t,)) is submultiplioative (supermulti- 
plicative) if and only if k , > k, (k , < k, ), and that we can state theorems 
analogous to Theorems 2N and 2A. We can also find the submultiplicatitity 
(supermultiplicativity) factor cl+$ li ,] 
II I II;&,] w(y,y2, = 
(cQ!~,(~~)) by noting that rZ$: l;,l = 
llZ11;‘~:: L,)) and “pplying Proposition 3. 
4. EXPRESSIONS FOR 11. I$‘)” and 1). j$!;l’ 
Let us denote 1) * II;‘;;‘ = 1) . II;‘;‘1 and II * II;‘;;’ = II * /I;‘~,‘;,. Further, let us 
denote Ri = Cjai.i, R+ = CjlnijJ. It is well known that 
/IA&;‘i” = max RT ( A E @ “I ’ ” ) 
I 
Similarly, it is easy to show that 
IIAjl$” = Iyin Ri (A E rW~~“>. 
To study II . II;;)‘“, we restrict A E rWT$” (m, n > 2). Let x E [w’;,, have 
(Xl121 = 1, and denote x[,] 
AX we have 
= xl = 1 - t, s19 = x, = t, 0 < t < $. For Y = 
yi = &zijXj = caijsj + nils/ 
j j=+l 
Q c qjt + a,[(1 - t) = ( Ri - fQ)t + a,[(1 - t). 
j#/ 
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The equality is attained for -T! = 1 - t, .T, = ... = t. For this X, 
yi + yj = (Rj + Rj -nil - nj,)t + (ai, + aj,)(l -t) = qj.,(t), 
and so 
Maximizing over all X E [w I; ,, , i.e., over all the l’s and t’s, we have 
= lnax ln~~(‘Pi,~j,f(O)~ 'Pi ,j.l(+))' 
i,j,/(i#j) 
Recalling the expression for ‘pi, j,,(t), we obtain (N) in the following 
proposition: 
PRCJPOSITION 5. Let A E rW’Jt” (m, II > 2) have MU: .sum.s R,, . . , R,,,. 
Then 
(N) IIAll;;$ = inax 
Rj + Rj 
i,j,l(i#j) 
~, cli[ + fzj, 
2 
11 Al&j” = , lay& 
Ri + R 
./, Ri + R,j - a,! - al, 
2 (A) , , 
The proof of (A) is similar. Then we set xc,) = 1 - t, xCgj = t, i < t < 1. 
More generally, we can find 11 All;;;‘ (and IIAll$‘;‘) by putting .T[,] = 
t,, .) S,k, = t, (XC,) = t,, . , xckj = t,), where t,, , t, 2 0, t, + ... + 
t, = 1, and finding the optimal t,‘s. Since the results do not look pleasant, we 
do not pay attention to them and only mention that 
11 All;;;’ = min . 
i,# ... #i,./,Z ... #I,-, 
Here i, # ... z i, of course means that all the i,“s are unequal. 
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5. BOUNDS FOR THE PERRON ROOT 
Since submultiplicative norms (supermultiplicative antinorms) are upper 
(lower) bounds for the spectral radius, our results provide several bounds for 
the Perron root A = p(A) where A E rWl;G I’. While in some cases these 
bounds are better than certain well-known bounds, we think that in general 
they are not very sharp. However, they are easy to calculate and contain as 
special cases some classical results. For example, if we let A E [w :z ‘I, denote 
by R(A) and r(A) its maximum and minimum row sums, respectively, and 
take k, = n, k, = 1 in 
and 
then we obtain 
r( A) < A < R( A), 
the Frobenius bounds. 
In the following examples, we study also the bounds 
due to Deutsch [l], and the bound 
h>CY+ JG, ff= m/raii, neven, 
due to Szulc [lo]; see also [9]. (In [l], irreducibility is assumed throughout, 
but, by continuity, the above result holds in the reducible case, too.) We 
apply all these bounds both to A and to Al‘, and choose the better result. 
Sometimes our bounds can be improved by shifting, i.e., studying t + 
p( A - tl) with a suitable t. 
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6. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1 
(2 3 4 4 
A= 12 1 1 I A = ‘(’ OA 3 4
4’ 
I”.Ir4. 







) . lc2), 1 1 IL2]: 7 G A f 16 [lower bound better than (F)l, 
1) . 11;1;;, I[ . Il;ijl’: 8.5 G A G 12.5 (best), 
I * l(3. I)> $1 . I,:3. 11: 3 G A < 14 ; [upper bound better than (N,)], 
Frobenius: 5 < A < 13, 
Deutsch: 7 < A < 13 (second best), 
Szulc: 6.30 < A. 
EXAMPLE 2 [Improving lower bounds (N) by shifting]. 
8 4 6 5 
A = 17.57. 







Shift A +- A(A - 61) + 6. 
(N,) 
(N,,) 
(M ?I, (F), CD), (S) 
8 6 A < 28, 
16 G A < 22 (best), 
4 < A < 26;, 
11 G A < 23 [better than (N,), (N,,)l, 
13 < A < 23 (second best), 
12.48 < A. 
13 =g A [now better than (F>], 
9 < A, 
as before. 
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A = 10.28. 
2 < h [better than CD)], 
0 < h. 
B = E - A, E = (l), A = 4.52. 
(N,, 1, (N,,) A < 10 [better than CD)], 
CD) A i 12. 
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